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Abstract

A control system was designed to improve the heading response of

tht AMr Cushion Landing System aircraft to differential thrust input.

The pilot can then control the aircraft in a more effective manner

while taxiing in gusting crosswinds. The aircraft equations of motion

and low speed stability derivativew were obtained from work done at

the Air Force Fli4 ht Dynamics Laboratory at Wright-Patterson Air Force

Base, Ohio. Five different va2ues of engine response time-delay were

selected for the design study. These time-delay values were 0.2, 0.4,

0.6, 0.3, and 1.0 seconds, The principle used for the design was to

compensate the system ignorinb the time-delay and then to compensate

for the time-delay. A two stage lead network was used to reduce the

effect of the engine time-delay. The system was simulated by usir-g

a d.gltal computer progranm ceIltd MNMIC, which nimulates the functions

of an analog computer. The average mean square error was computed for

the system with and without the control installed, for each of the

five time-delay values. In all cases, the average mean square error

was reduced approximately 70% by the addition of the compensator. The

design procedure was based on the Crossover Model for the human pilot

as developed by Syatems Technology Incorporated of Hawthorne, California.

C( xii
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A DIFFERENTIAL THRUST CONTROTLER

FOR

AIR CUSHION LANDING SYSTEM AIRCRAFT

I. Introduction

Background

Aircraft dependence upon the wheel for ground operation has often

presented great problems, especially with heavy aircraft. The surface

used for taking-off, landing, and taxiing has to be strong enough to

accept the large force exerted by the small area of tire contact. This

causes considerable expense in airfield construction and reduces the

mobility of air forces. Also, the wheels have to be attached to the

aircraft with strong structures, adding considerable weigiit.

A solution to this problem has been sought for the past five or

six years, in the form of the Air Cushion Landing System (ACLS). This

apparatus is a replacement for the conventional landing gear. The main

piece of equipment is an oval tube, called the trunk, !hich is attached

to the bottom of the aircraft fuselage. An aux~liary engine on the

aircraft fills the trunk with air and forces the air out through holes,

located on the bottom and inside of the trunk. As a result, an air

cushion is created between the trunk and the surface of the ground. In

this way, the weight of the aircraft is evenly distributed over the total

areat of the air cushion, resulting in a lower ground contact pressure

than is possible with tires in the same amount of ground area. The

aircraft is then able to taxi over very soft surfaces, such as dirt

S ( and mud. The idea for this system came from the hovercraft. a water

vessel designed in the 1950's in England.

1



The Bell Aerospace Company of Buffalo, New York hab designed and

flown an ACLS on a single-engine aircraft. Tests wJth this system

revealed that it was possible to go over mud, ditches, small tree

stumps, and other objects that would have stopped a wheeled vehicle.

Also, ta.ing-off and landing on unimproved strips wan possible. The

successful use of an ACLS on a small aircraft has paved the way for

further development.

The Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory at Wright-Patterson

Air Force Base is presently involved in the testing of a twin-engine

aircraft, equipped with an ACLS. This aircraft is a Canadian "Buffalo"

and is designated the XC-8A by the U.S. Air Force. Through scale model

testing, and computer runs with a mathematical model, the design has

been acceted for flight, and the aircraft is presently undergoing an

exters:ilve flight testing program. The XC-8A is an important step in

the development of the ACLS for use on other and larger military

aircraft.

Problem

A problem that has been discovered in the testing is the suscep-

tibillty of the aircraft to movement in crosswinds while taxiing.

Since there in no tire contact to give directional stability, the air-

craft can easily be blown about by light to moderate winds. The initial

solution attempted was to install exhaust ports on the outer sides of

the trunk. These exhaust holes, also called puff ports, can be individ-

ually controlled by the pilot, to push the aircraft in one way or

another. However, the forces from the puff ports are only adequate in

( a very light wind.

2
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As a result of the directional control problem, attention wan

turned to a powerful source of yaw control, differential thrust. The

potential difference in thrust between the two engines is the greatest

source of low speed yaw m,)ment in the XC-8A (Ref. 5:150). The engine

thrust can be changed, or even reversed, by changing the pitch of the

propellers and/or the throtle setting. Since many aircraft are steered

on the ground by movement cf the rudder pedals, it would be natuJral

to control the differential thrust by movement of the rudder pedals.

However, the time-lags associated with the engines and the pilot, and

the large inertia of the taxiing aircraft, dictate the need for a

compensation system in the differential thrust controller.

Objectives

It was desired to design a control system that would improve the

airc, ,ft heading response to the pilot's input, with a random heading

disturbance due to the wind. It was also desired to tost the isystem

with and without the controller to determine the improvement obtained.

AiR~roach

Developing an adequate model for the engines and the aircraft

was the first Important part of the project. Then the design portion

was accomplished using classical control theory and the well known

Crossover Model for the pilot. It was assumed that future application

of the ACLS will be on jet-powered aircraft, whcre the engine Aime-lags

are higher than on the conventional-powered XC-8A. Tlherefore, larger

lags than the one associated with the XC-8A engines were cnnsidered

for further design purposes. The simulations of the controlled and

C>3
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original system were performed on a digital cmputer, using the MIMIC

simulation language, which is a means of performing analog type sim-

ulations by digital techniques. MIMIC war used because the program

was easier to set up than an analog program, and the time-lags were

move accurately simulated on a digital computer than on an analog,

where a Pade approximation would havj to be used. Finally, a mean

square error analysis of the systeru was perfcz. i.

PI

C-.

14i
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II. The Plant Model

As a preliminary to modeling the aircraft and its engines, it

was necessary to determine how the pilot interacted with the aircraft

in the taxi problem. Much thought and research was dedicated to this

fundamental task and the resulting block diagram can be seen in Fig. 1.

While the pilot is taxiing the aircraft, he is involved in a

multiloop task. There are two loops, one in which the pilot is con-

trolling the heading of the aircraft (W), which in referenced to the

direction of the taxiway, and a second, outer loop in which he is

controlling the aircraft distance from the taxiway centerline (y).

Each loop has a random input diRturbances cruseA by the bsi'. The

theme for this multiloop approach came from two sources, References

19 and 21, in which the pilot controls the pitch of an aircraft and

the distance off the glide slope while on an instrument approach.

An analysis of the complete multiloop task was beyond the scope

of this thesis; however, it was believed that when control of heading

in the inner loop is optimized, the outer loop response will be satis-

factory. Therefore, the inner loop was investigated and a controller

designed to improve its characteristics.

The block diagram of the heading control loop can be seen in Fig.

2, where the task appears as a regulator control problem and the com-

manded heading (Yc) will be zero. This block diagram is topologically

equivalent to the block diagram shown in Fig. 3. If the portion of

the block diagram inoide the broken line in Fig. 3 Is considered, the

problem becomes a compensatory tracking task and can be analyzed by

the Crossover Model theory presented in Chapter IV.

S. .. .. .... . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . ....• .... .. . ... .... ...• . .. . .... •........ . • .. .. " '• • ..... .... .. .. ., . . . .... .I......... .. ..5
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TCPltAircraf't4

Fip. 2 Block Diagram of the Heading Control Loop as a

Regulator Problem

WidI Ya:-

Aircraft 
Aircraft

Pilot

DI

I I _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _

Fig. 3 Block Diagram of the Heading Control Loop to a
Compei,satory Tracking Task



Ingines

The first part of the plant to be studied was the engines. The

engines receive their input, called the power lever angle (PLA), from

the power levers, which control thrust. In the lower thrust ranges,

used while taxiing, the thrust is changed by a combination of changing

both power and the blade angle of the propellers, The blade angle of

the propellers is changed by the beta control nystem, which is a mod-

ification or the original engine control. The engine output is thrust,

which converts directly to yawing moment (NE) by miatiplying thrust

times the distance of the engine from the aircraft center. Therefore,

the transfer function needed for the engines it Ne/PIA.

As mentioned, the engines on the XC-8A hi•ve a betn (propeller

blade inciderice angle) control Pystem. Thin in a modification of the

original engine control and was incorporated because the original

control gave only a gross, ,topped variation of thrust. at the lower

power setting. The installation of the ACLB oxi the aircraft dictated

the need for a vernier adjustment of thrust while taxiing. One result

of adding the beta control system was the reduction of the pure time-

"delay of the engine response to about 0.2 second. This is considered

to be a very low delay time, as the delay times for turbojet and turbo-

fan engines ,re on the order of one second. (This time-lag information

wan obtained from discussions with Dr. George Kurylovich and with

Rr. Elisha Rachovitsky of the Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratoryo,

Wright-Patterson Air Force Ba.•e). Since larger delay times may be

encountered in future ACLS aircraft, it was dei4ded to perform the

design study for values of engine response pure time-delay of 0.2,

8
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J o.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 1.0 seconds. In the ground-bamed simulation of the

xC-8A with Air Force test pilots, the differential thrust control was

simulated by a direct mechanical hookup from the rudder pedals to the

power leveru. The engino reoponse tlme-delay wag varied, and when it

was increasud to one second, thn pilots could not effectively control

the simulator while taxiing (Ref. 10).

The remainder of the engine dynamics were simulated, in this

report, as a first order lag, From the thrust-vernus-time response

curve of Figý h, it appears that the thrust rmsponso to a step input

o!' PLA is weL, approxituated by a first order lag with a tinme constant

of 0.9 second. Both the thrust response and the iSeal first order

lag curves are drawn for comparison. The maxImUm steady-utate thrust

of 2000 1-ounde is used because this is the limit of the beta conteol

system and is conemidered sufficient for taxi pizrposes. The maximum

amount of yawing moment that can be obtained from ± 2000 pounds of

thrust is 63,000 foot-pounds (Hof. 3:11.), Thiorefore, the complete

engine transfer function is

SYL -

PiA 1+0.96 W

where N. in in foot-pounds, PLA in in degrees, and a is the engine

response pure time-delay.

The aircraft model required the use of many engineering approxi-

mations. The effect of the vertical stabilizer on the yaw moment,

..... ... 9
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2000 , l-exlp o.

2000

0 1I I0

0 2 3

Time in Seconds

69

~59

0 1 2 3 4

Time in Secondm

Fig. h Thrust Rmpuonse Curve uf the XC-BA Engines Fitted
witlh beta Control Byrtum (Ref. 6)

10
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due to the C and C stability derivatives, was the only aerodynamic

effect considered. This assumption is justified by the low taxi speed.

The aerodynamic effect considered was necessary because it accounts

for the heading input disturbance. There is one aerodynamic effect

neglected which may have some significance, the rolling moment caused

by propeller wash over the wings. It was assumed that this can be

eliminated, if undesirable, by means of automatic spoiler or aileron

control. It was also assumed that the pilot keeps the forward speed

of the aircraft constant at twenty knots (33.78 feet/second) by con-

trcilln., power and brakes. (The brakes are expandable pillows on the

'bottom of the trunk, with attached skid pads). Finally, the yaw

moments due to the brakes and the puff ports were neglected.

Wita the necessary assumptions made, the model for the aircraftU
can be derived. The model must account for two inputs and two outputs,

so each input/output pair will be discussed separately. The engines

deliver a yaw moment input to the aircraft, which is converted into

aircraft heading. The model for this conversion process is a simple

inertia transfer function:

T 1E I *

N 19 (2)

where TE is the heading due to the engines and I is the moment of

inertia about the aircraft z-axis.

SI11
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The other input to the aircraft 13 the wind disturbance, and the

aerodynamic effect of the wind on the heading of the aircraf, is

mainly due to the vertical stabilizer. The geometry of the wind

effect problem can be seen in Fig. 5. The following equation accounts

for the yaw due to wind:

NW 1 pVSb C 0 + CN R b

Nw ½pvNb N (3)

where p is the atmospheric density, 8 is the wing area, b is the wing-

span, and R is the yaw rate. The relative wind velocity is found from

the relationship

v - r -2V (14)

where Vrand V are the relative wind velocities along the X and Y

aircraft axces, and. the sideslip angle is defined as

8 - Vy
v (5)

Substituting equations (4) and (5) into (3) yields

Nw Y ½Sbvf ÷v• cNvY Nb)(6)

and since

Nw I •w (7)

(0 12



20 KNOTS (33.78 ft/0Oc)

VY

SVg

D irection
of Taxi

* C
FIg. 5 Wind Effect on Taxiing ACLS Aircraft
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"" and

Ru (8)w

(assuming zero roll and pitch), then

I T w KIV V+V + K VV2 + VV2T

Izz w IYVr i + 2v (9)

where K1  i oSbCN nd K * pSb 2 CN
R

From the geometry of the problem in Fig. 5,

V M 33.78cooy + V sinVx V 5o Vwi0

*. Vy -33.78 sinw +V coonY (10)

Assuming that the heading angle will be kept small by the pilot, the

small angle approximations can be applied and (10) becomes

Vx W 33.78 + V

V u = -33.78 w +V (ii)

It is desired to linearize equation (9) by a Taylor Series expansion.

The operating point is defined as V mY M= =; = 0 and, as a resultgo wo wo wo

of (11), VXO= 33.78 and VO- 0. When equation (11) is substituted

into (9), the result is of the form

I zz" v f(YwVxvy) £g(/yw,,V ) (12)

14
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i.i
The Taylor Series expansion is

Izw -g( Yo 'Y wo ' Vgo) + (;v - ; ).+
1 Vwo 1 % 0Vgo

B~v•w" •o)+ (vg Vg + H.O.T.
va TWO gog

"vo ' wo sVo 'wo ' lwo gVo

(13)
and, by the Chain Rule,

( .... Bf _v v
ITw avx auyw + V Y B (15)

ag Bf aVx _ X f aVy

aV 9 VX Vg + vy av 1  (16)

At the operating point: !fo-- 33.78 K aX 0, af 1 33.78 Kita fv2' Wv NYK

B~V

Taylor Series expansion about the operating point becomes

-138 33.78 K,; - (33.78)2KýTv + 33-78 KV1)

v v (
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When equation (17) is put into i;rantifcr function form and the parumeter

values from Fig. 6 are oubhtituted, the result is

*W 0. 0007518-V S + 0.0756s + 0.o254 (18)

The aircraft acts as a second order fill ;r, with a damplng factor of

0.2k arnd a natural frequency of 0.16 radian per second. These numbers

agree with the damping factor and natural frequency of the Dutch Roll

mode for the s,,ne stability derivatives, which serves as a good check

on the mathematics. The block diagram of the plant model, with numer-

ical values inserted, can be seen in Fig. 7.

1
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Engines: 2 x GE/T64-i4

2 x UCAL ST 6-73 (for ACLS)

Propellers: Ham. Std. 63-E60-15, 3 bladed, 14.5 ft. diam.

Wing Area: 9105 sq. ft.

Wing Span: 96 ft.

c•: 10.3 ft.

Weights: Max. Takeoff 41,000 lb. (structural limit)
Max. Landing 39,100 lb. (structural limit)

Low Speed Stability Derivatives (Ref. 12)

C 0.22 C 0.105

Inertia (41.000 pound A/C. 4l.5% F)

Izz - 508642.0 slugs ft 2

Sea Level Air Density

p w 0.00237690 slugs/1:t 3

Fig. 6 Relevant Data for the XC-8A Model

Aircraft

Wind 0.0007518 -w
52 + o0-056s + 0.0254

1 + 0.95 508642.0e2

P--A
SC

Fig. 7 Block Diagram of the Plant Model

17



I11. The Wind Model

The wind model accounted for the only disturbance to the plant

and was used to determine the effectiveness of the controller. Many

different wind models were fotud in a literature nearoh, among them

the well-known vonKarman and Dryden wind models, but they were all

functions of the aircraft speed. These models all assume the aircraft

to be flying b hrough a gust field which is frozen in time and do not

apply very well to a taxiing aircraft, where the gust effect is from

a combination of tempcra] and spe~tial fluctuations. Since a model for

this was not available, and there was not sufficient time to collect

data and analyze it, the wind weas approximated as a band limited white

noise, with a bandwidth of one radian per second. Band limited white

( noise is defined to be a noise with a constant power spectral density

(PSD) over a finite range, as seen In Fig. 8. The exact cutoff fre-

quency was not critical as long as it was high enough, since the noise

was cut off at a much lower frequency as a result of filtering by the

aircraft. This lower cutoff frequency was based on the assumption

that no structural vibrations were to be modeled.

The wind was assumed to be blowing across the taxiway and con-

sisted of the gusting effect only. The steady component of crosswind

was not considered important to the problem as the pilot could sense

it and apply a steady correction. However, it does affect the dynamics

of the aircraft response by changing the coefficients in equations (13)

and (18). As the steady component of wind increases, the gust effect

on the aircraft decreases and the aircraft response becomes overdamped.

18
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-W " b uib 1.0 rad/sec

Fig. 8 Power Spectral Density of the Wind Model

f Since thin is an improvement over the lightly damped case, it was

decided to eliminate the steady component of crosswind and design for

the worst case. Thus, a mean of zero was selected for the wind gusts.

The deteymination of the variance presented a more difficult problem.

(C Since the aircraft was restricted from flying when the wind gusts

exceeded a certain level, the intensity of thv maximum gusts encountered

was under human control. Assuming that the average gusts encountered

would be ten knots, or ± five knots about the mean, a standard devia-

tion of five knots (8.45 feet per second) was selected for the wind,

and the resulting power spectral density can be seen in Fig. 8. The

calculations for this figure can be found in Appendix D.

C
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( IV. The Pilot Model

ý'tcklvround

In order to analyze :i.e heading control problem c•nd then to design

a control sztem to correct it, It war necessary to have a model for

the pilot in the inner control loop of Fig. 1. Extensive documentation

was found on the subject of pilot modeling, especially in references

13, 14, 15, and 16; and the bibliography in reference 16 provided a

good source for a literature search. The model selected was the moot

widely accepted one in the field of control systems engineering, the

Crossover Model. Since no deterministic method was found to write

down a mathematical model for the human pilot, many engineering Judgments

had to be made in the selection process. The design and final analysis

of the design were based on those judgments, which could not be vali-

dated by experiments witb human pilota, due to lack of time and

equipment.

The Crorssover Model was derived from a quasi-linear representation

of the non..linear, time-varying human pilot. The pilot can be repre-

sented over a wide range of frequencies by a transfer function plus

a remnant. One form of the transfer function Is (Ref. 16)

TW + I T + J " 1

where Kp gain

-9jeT fixed time-delay due to conduction time of
C, various subsystem elements

20
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T L J + 1 -equalization nharacteristic; TL and T1

T' jW + I values depreQnd on form of controlled element

TKjW + 1 a termzu which ur' used to deacribe very j.ow

Tj w + I÷'(,:•qUuflcy pthaue data

and the term in brackets accountu for neur-.muscular system elements.

This is called the precision model and uccounts for the major sub-

systems in the behavior of the pilot. The varilibles can change from

one person to the next and can even change for the umwe person at a

single task as fatigue, boredom, motivation, and other human tiLt!PRn

change.

The remnant is a term used ',o account for t~he difference between

the outpLt of the human pilot nnd the output of the mndel, It is

represented by a power spectral dennity of a noise injected into the

system at the pilot's output, and is mostly caused by non-linear,

time-varying pilot behavior, The remnunt term has been refined over

the years but is still difficult tu model. In this project, the

remnant was not considered important at the frequencles of interest

(about one to five radians per second).

The Crossover M2de"

The Crossover Model, as discussed here, applies to the compensatory

tracking task, as seen in block diagram form in Fig. T. In the oom-

pensatory task, the pilot, receive. a visual signal, equivalent to the

difference between the forcing function and the output of the controlled

element, and attempta to minimime this error signal. For the Crossover

SC

S. . . . . . .2. .



(" visual

VForoing Pilot Controlled

Function Yp r I W
i (t)

Fig. P The Compsnoutury Traoking Task

Mndel to be valid, the forcing function must be a random appearing

Input and the signal to the pilot muot bo vimual. The effeots of other

pilot cues, such as motion, have been studied elsewhere (Hef. 18).

By experimental observation, thp characteristics of the open loop

transfer function of the cumpetnatory system have been found to be V

similar 'or m•ay different control.led elements. The open loop log-

rntgziitudo-versun-log-freqenivy (lHude) diagreas all have a straight

line with a elope of minum twenty declbelo (db) per decade in the

region where the log magnitude crouses the eoro db point. This in

where the te?.m "Cromsover Model," originates. In tither wordo, in the

crossover region of frequency, the open loop trunsfor function is

where w is the crossover frequency and T is the time delay due to

both the pilot and the controlled element. It it obvious that the

Crossover Model of the pilot is dependent on the form of the con-

trolled elmment.

22
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( When the oontrolled element trannrar function in known, the

model for the pilot in the croaovor regton can bo foand rrom

ym C

where ia in the timr-dclay asiociated with the pilot and any timj-

delikvu :Ln the ountrolled1 alemtnt+ are not considerod. •'hu is easily

done miathematioally, but the pilot is not capable of efficiently

Sbeiocming a second or'der dOrivativw or higher. When he in asked to do

so, him opinion of the conitrolled element serlously deteriorate.,

'Mis ollnion can be objeotivuly rate-A ozi a scale from one to ten,

valled the Coopwr-lakrper Lical• , whioh Is well known to teut pilots

skU ai< a airot. du('ogn Pin•1 e•,rp am a % waiaI r.r rutt.g tm he hundRit4gl

( 1ij IAi.L ei ofI aerll P tr (I 'I.I in),

TI1he 3 ilol., tII ime (0] Ay in 1,ollntan~t, on the 01onetr..lnM1ment

and on the foroiirg i'unot Ion bazdwi(it'h. Thisj time delay is diffioult

to ovoLluitev dutermtnfiLo atIly nm It, a•, be inpr,,vvd wit), tWL.fttinil

and varies with different peuple, Holwever, it can be pro•elituz with

reumonabl.e acouracy by (Her. 13)

1 0( - Al a(W ) (U~)

where v dependu upon the Pontrolled element and Ai depends upon the

fora.1,•g funaLion bandwidth, wi. The tvrm Ai ais hproximately O.0 w1 .

Cd
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Pilot Demands on the Pilot Aircraft C
Rating Charaoteriotic-

1 Pilot compenawtion not a factor Excellent
for deairoed performance Highly desirable

2 Pilot comp:nnit~ton not n. factor Good
fur douirad performaouo Negligible deficiencies

Minimal pilot compenmation Fair - Some mildly
required for desired performance unpleasant deficienoies

4 Desired performance requires Minor but annoying
moderate pilot oompmnmation defioiencieu

5 Adequate performance requires Moderately objectionable
oonsiderable pilot compensation defioienoies

6 Adequate performance requires Very objectionable but

extenulv. pilot coMponsation tolerable def:ioiencies

Adequate performnnoe not Major deficiencies
latt,mit.nable with maximum
tul rable p I 1 o, rmponuattion.

( Controllability in question

Cronoiderable pilot, oompenvatlon Major deficiencies
iu required for control

9 Tritenso pilot comnpensation in Major deficiencies
required to retain control

10 Control will be lost during Major deficiencies
aonm portion of required

: ~operat ion

Fig. 10 Cuoper-Harper Handling Qualitien Rating Scale

The orossover frequency in another oubjoctive variable. It in

estimated am (R~ef. 13)

w W a( + "&o(Wi) (23)

C~214



To a first approximation, Awe is zero for the forms of controlled

elements found in aircraft, and wco can be found from the condition

for a neutrally stable system at the crossover frequency, with no

input. The equation is

-W .1 (24.)
ceo 2

where T is the sum of T and the controlled element time-lag, if

there is one.

The ACLS Pilot Model

As seen in F.Ig. 5, the controlled element for the ACLS aircraft

is

YCa0.0043 0 e•__

"" " 2 (,+ l.311) (25)

This is a very iifficult element for the pilot to control. He has to

generate a transfer function of the form

Y = K* e sre 5(s+ll.1) (26)

in the crossover region. This means that the acceleration channel of

the pilot in activated, causing his zero input time-delay (io) to be

about 0.8 secoaL (Ref. 16126) and the Cooper-Harper rating to be

extremely hig~h :about nine or ten, Ref. 16,37). The pilot rating alone

is sufficient reason to reject the controlled element as undesirable.

Since it is only a subjective measurement, the system was analyzed

from the Crossover Model theory.

25
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( The lowest value of the controlled element time-delay was 0.2

aecond. Adding this to the T value of 0.8 second and using equation

(24), the crossover frequency was found to be 1.57 radians per second.

The crossover frequencies for the other controlled element time-delays

of o.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 1.0 seconds were 1.31, 1.12, 0.98, and 0.87

radians per second, respectively. According to reference one, a

realisttc value of crossover frequency for handling qualities consid-

erations in about 2.0 ± 0.5 radians per second. Thus, the crossover

frequency of the system is lower than desired. Also, thr lover cross-

over frequency causes a higher system rms error as che error is

inversely proportional to the square of the crossover frequency

(Ref. 16,15).

26
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S V. Control Syetem D&x

Desin Philosophy

The control system design was based on the idea that the form of

the controlled element determines the pilot's describing function.

Alao, it was desired to reduce the engine time-delay as much as poasible.

A general formula for the pilot'm describing function in the orofssover

region is

-50T +'I

T, +1. (27)

where TL and TI are the amounts of lead and lag that the pilot must

generate to compensate for the controlled element dynamics. The lead

(T ) is the quantLty which has the most effect on the pilot's opinion
L1* ( ~of the system. A reasonable mauxim=n for TL is five seconds and a

graph showing the effect of lead generation on the pilot opinion

rating is seen in Pig. 11. The pilot rating scale referred to im the

one mhown in Fig. 10.

3-

2

S1 2 3
- - Rating Decrement

Fig. 11 Rnting Decrement Due to Pilot Lead no Inforrad from
• I~~Handling Qutilities Tests (Hr .1o APlll l•I

(Open curve due to unuertainty of Tr

L OAthi*III>t.'8 b,-•ItM mq ,f.7p.~M..*A~w.~~d ~ . , ltltfl,'." - -**.'.
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According to Ref. 1, the beat handling qualities are obtained

when the value of IL is lean than about 1.5 soeconda, It was decided

to make the value of TL for thin denign study equal to une second. As

will be neen, this criterion had to be relaxed somewhat for stability

reasona. For the pilot lead to be one second, Lht controlled element

was requir•d to have a factor of s+1 in the denominator, at the crmes-

over frequency. Avaumirng that the conntrolled element can be configured

to K

C (+1) (28)

then the pilot druoribitig function would be

Y it ~ ( + 1) (29)CP
tin the clionmmover region, Thr lvIllot"" la tg Lerl Wit I utL .vmsuntud in

equatlon (29) bougune it wan Ftnuurned th0t the fIdoiLl Controlled Olement

Would have no load turin iII tho ium•ra•Lor, Thim, Ieotd term is the uesual

oause of the pilotl's adopting a lag. For a uonrtrulled ellmeint of th1

rua'm ul cquatiun (0), tho value of the pilot's pmure tinke-deolt with

u, ro input (6,) In appruximat-ely 0,33 setond (mef. ii), (other values

of time-dolay, rmntlul Fruom 0.16 second to 0..50 Nscond, wore found in

the literature.) Tie obuuotive of the vonitrsil NyaLem daligmm, then,

warn to alotoLely approximate K0 /P (a + 1) in the m'rnmonvo.r region.

The first oto-, In the ulm.uml,,%At ,ontml'c theory deu•lgtn procedhiro

wamn to alwtnge the aontr',llstd element IntLu a fodbahm toontrul system.

IFrom a ntudy of the urigimla.. systom, it vue determlned that the

: f A'- M & "-0
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. quantities available for feedback were the heading and the heading

rate. The heading rate was easier to detect by using an available

piece of aircraft h~rdware, the yaw rate gyro. With the yaw rate

(headIng rate) fed back to the input of the engines, the second step

consisted of inserting a cascade compensator into the plant ahead of

the engines. The resulting block diagram for the controlled sstoem

is seen in Fig. 12.

D~esign Methlod

The block diagram of Fig. 12 shows a block containing a 1/r (an

integrator) outside of the control loop. This integrator contributes

the a term in the denominator of equation (28), the desired transfer

function of the controlled element. Thus, the objetivet In designing

thc compunmation control. loop (CCL) was to make it assume the closed

loop transfer function

The method for the dei1gn of the oompenhaLor for the feeiia* ak

control system came from refermnue 22, The principle vap to equalize

the Pyntem am if the time-delay wva riot there waid tl.r tLo umpeniate

for the time-dellay. The time-delay wan rehlned try adding lead acm-

|perniatioln to the y•ytem, witth the warns of the lead compeoneator out-

aide of the syntem baradpan.,

The fixot step tae.n wan to draw the Hoot Wous of the0 COL with
Syaw rate feedbhaOc and no ocper-iuatLun added, U11 Appeatdix A, an

explanat ion is given of how to draw the Hoot Wonun for a feedback

I .control system w.it time-delay. The Moot 1otuu vtotrn for values of'4BteLttediT
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C Ta equal to 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 1.0 meconds can be ieen In Figures

P.1 through B.5 in Appendix B. From the plots, it could be seen that

it was impossible to select a gain which would put one dominant root

at. -1. If une root was put at -1, then another root would be more

dominant and almost at the origin.

Therefore, the first procedure in the desiga- was to reconfigure

the Root Locus so that one root could be selected at -1 and the other

root. would be less dominant. This was done with a compensator of the

form

a "KA +(31)

where K A wan the amplific1omtio ractor and the pole was chosen to be

ten times the zero foi- mntheinatival simpliocty. The Rout Locus plots

for the myotem with this lead uompenuator added, for the various values

of Ia , are drawn in 1•'guren H,6 through B1.10 in Appendix 11, Froom each

of thoe. plout., it, was ponsible to select one root Pt -1., with the

other rooms beoing loas doitnfiomt, For the 1ia a ,0 seOoltd caMse, the

seoond rout war very close to the first at -I, but this was correoted

li the sevoild desiln11 stop.

The me•ond to.e, dronjgiilng a mutlti-ur'der luac vompeonsator to re-

dioe thoe pur t, lins-delany or thr, uIni|nI rOeOMp01hi0, WhOa minv difftuult

t0h1n 01,0 ftrtI.. The 1. ,iulmi' fulnott on for th| complinsator, oalled the

tim tie:) a unipunmatur (TDC) war

0C



where 1~TC was the gain constant, n was the order (number of polesm

and zeros), and z and p were the approximate locations of the zeros

and poles, respectively. Each pole was set equal to ten times the zero

to keep its effect negligible. A pole was used with each zero in order

to keep the system realizable. The phase lead contribution of the

Louimpeinator was IipproximuLtely n tan"- a1 W ad this ph~ame angle had

to compensate for the phase lag of the engine time-delay. The two

were set equal at the crossover frequency to yield

tn t"n " (33)

with the reatriction that the aero(s) should lIe outside of the cross-

over frequency. Reference PP auggests a flmit on the nuwnber (n) of

Yeros to keel the amplitude response of thie rypt;m rempecthbly low for

(higlihr frequenicies. Thm umbut' (if %erom wnp ret at. two in this vase

beocune the systenm had two poles neotr the lower rrieuonilfleN or hitersat.

Ity using the value of 0.•13 second for the p.l lot's zero Itiput, tine-delaY

and kasumting that the eorimie t1lne-deltay would be reduned to •pro, the

orosnover frequenoy found from ,jia~t hun (P•h) Vigo 14.76 rdlp 1101 1400 se-

ond. UsIna thtu value for the erominvwor req,,unvy In e,;uation (33),

and by settiing i1 equal tW two, the apprOxImstte .1,t| t111i, (If the p11,es

ouid meroo were round, An Lie value of '1 Intironoasw1, It, wkA atuiumod

,hAt, the uVIMMsuver 1'rwcjaeunuy wuuld dooromme boomine (f' inngbt llity to

"".limiriate all ur the phase .logi dutu to I a . The rumetitd vi|lumo of orosi-

uver frequaetuy, order or ih. chuImItenonLar. aind sle oet-til Ila t'lt Iili of

the poles arild srus fror the five , a valut. (an be •u•ii Ni Tablue 1. As

1C ~cvogi e open, itI wam tiepievmaiy t~o decrpamse Ilie orlmustivor (trwisqueony to the

32



Table I

Time De1lay Comu.pensutto r Pairamete~r Values

PPoirwtneter
Armumed w Zeros Poles

0.2 4 .,6 9.2 92-.0
9.3 93.0

0.14 2.3 11.5 45.0
4.6 46.o

0.6 2.1 2.8 28.0
2.9 29.0

0.8 1,7 2.0 20.012.1 21.0
1.0 1.5 1.6 16.n

1.7 17.c

nIII IIII11iiu w~o"I'LOb( lu: thm vftl u, of -t InvrvpRN , toi hoop Y. lurijer

(than w0

W10 I P t. e ialt. Pu o mto'l~ireicdttim i( y iii. e"In eleici I giced , ox tl~i~c t, rtv tits

Iu1n1p-1`0. fl ui, " I 'i , thu tie. I. "11,91 wt i I ii t it M the Iu" t IAIQUN Lo ii p oto for

Av~voted. Tm Nf.1 t~Iciue. 1111p Vourn ii ho ftv iye iywit.w taro 4irawn in

1pl~'ivap 11.1 Wivowtcih It. I ~li II AjlpoidIxtl 11, r~ff Ukhumm 1,1he rnlltt.Itty

1.11141 oki'M iacII th1 tIs.t' 1t. Im lii 1' lI-e l tip11iii nkill. I'tcet t1 u I W at, - I wam "a] Vo u ci t

1,11111 weIP1 itIvCtY1-, K,. I lii 114 et lc lty tlcit IIIut o.l K AK100( () fl()Ie 0" 1 litc

th 1 1i~e . 41 l Ity, o 11111 111(d.i i t' 4 I t~tj utw if thu N II(It I WII u(14 awn. 111 ,1it +

III I " + 1 i let1 tt I'ivii Itei to e 11111 R11111 . III Ikiftd aeill Ifi 14 .h110 , e I'i 111 tat, would

h140 1.4 let gwc te ata sunast tho n~r "Yomm. Fii~'ta lly. WINh tutal.

elymNt.am wis oI Ihintd k ~wl mi it ti~i IL lRv l.y etfi Ii g t.hitsri~aiy u~eiu



c urves of the pilot model, the CCL, and the integrator. In two cases,

for T equal to 0,8 and 1.0, it wus necessary to lower the sensitivitya

of the CCL to make the total system ntable. Since each of the values

of engine time delay required a ditfferent design analysis, they will

be diacussed aeparately.

The COL closed luop Bode plot for Ta equal to 0.2 scond 'i seen

in Fig. 13. The gain used was 1018.29 because that gain caused the

dominant root to lie at -1. Thu log magnitude plot closely resembles

TAU(A)=0.2,CONTROLLED SYSTEM

Mli--0.0424 0. *uRNGLE
o-r(11 ' N IrUDE

I!
I|

I|
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a pot f te tanserfunction I/s+l1, which in drawn as a broken line

In Fig. 13. The two log mnagnitude curves are simiwitr up to w *4.0.

Stince the'l-ilot attempts to cancel the d~ynamzics o1f the CCL in the

c rossover ri-giori, his t ransfer funitction in

YP 0 K P -B (s +1) (

which is exactly as desired. The pilot gain (K P) in the gain needed

to rkine the total system open loop log oiagniti.Ade curve so that At

oroums'is the xoro db line at then orourncvor frvquanoy. The Cromsovefr

Vz'squaicy wan foundi from the couidit.s.on for raioutrsNI otability~ with zero

-' I iipiit. At. the v'ru iI mcnvr ' r Va a1ncy (if' (I a i .0, tho pt l1 rtl 11 han. kngle

( ~RDnwn ign thui Vorcl Inpua~t p1 lot fI n-tig' .iy wiln 0.1¶3 uec'nridl) wam 4,* the

CC.1 111Qt jh 4~1 10 0~t wur.l 9!" ritat 1,110 I 111op a'ittur peinno 14-iaal wM* -. 0 . 'Ile
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TAU(A)=0.8,CONTROLLED SYSTEM
Ml=7.8557 Oil *=ANGLE
uk3.O0000 -"RAGN[TUDE

cc

SFRaEQUENCY W

I -n _ini~

i*

Fig, 316 Closed Loop bode Plot of CCL, -t * 0.8 5eoond

(Broken line is equivalent transfer funotion
log magnitude)

the dominant root at -0.6. A higher value of gain caused the system

to be unstable by giving it a negative gain margin, so it wirn decided

to require the pilot to generate a little more lead. With the gair

value used, the gain margin was 1.13 db at 1.9 radians per second,

with the p1lot time-delay met at 0.2 second &B explained in Chaptes VI.

Tle log magnitude plot closely resembles a plot of the transfer funotion

s+i/1,670+1, which i drawn as a broken line in the figure, Qp toC,
w, 1.8. The pilot'm Lransfer inotion is nov
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"" K.pe'Te 1.67. +,.
SP +1 (37)

The increase in the pilot lead over the three previous cases was

undesirable, but should not seriously degrade the pilot rating, and

is still a significant improvement over the uncompensated nyrtem.

The crossover frequency was found to be 1.7 radianu per ueuond, wherm

the pilot's phase angle was -200, the CCL phase angle wal -700, end

the integrator phase angle was -90'.

The CCL closed loop Bode plot for Ta w 1.0 second is seen in

Fig. 17. The gain used was 476.74, because higher values of gain caused

Instability in the system by causing the gain margin to be negative.

With the value of gain used the gain margin was 0.30 db at w m 1-7

radians per second and the dominant root was positioned at -0.5. The

log magnitude plot closely resembles a plot of the transfer function

0.9s+l/2a+l, which is drawn as a brokcn line in Fig. 17, up to w - 1.5.

The pilot's transfer function is now

YaKe- Be 2s+1Yp- 0.95 +1 (38)

The pilot is required to generate a lead of two seconds. which is

undesirable, but the lead cannot be reduced If the system in to remain

stable. The amount of lead required should not be a problem to the

pilot and is still an improvement over the uncompensatod system. The

crossover frequency was found to be 1.5 radians per second, where the

pilot's phase ungle was -100, the CCL phase angle was -800, and the

integrator phase angle was -900.

C 39
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UE/Es/74-5-

TRU(R)=I.O,CONTROLLED SYSTEM
MI-16,5I344 0B *zRNO.L e
UbM9 .OD00 -'MRi N NITLtOE N

B 8

__________ Uj

R..

FREQUENCY N

Fig. 17 Closed Loop Bode Plot of CCL, r = 1.0 Second

(Broken line is oquivalent trm.nsfer function
log magnitude)

A summary of the data discussed in all five cases is presented

in Table II. As the engine time-delay was increased, the system

performance could not be kept as high as desirable, but it wae, still

a great improvement over the system without the compensator added.

The improvement was mainly because the pilot had only to generate a

small amount of lead rather than an acceleration form of dynamics.
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Table II

R~equired Pilot Ptirametorm for the ComTjina•tei ystteme

Jarmeter

o.2 3.60 1.00 0.0•

o.4 2.25 1.00 0.33

o.6 2.00 1.00 o.67

0.8 1.70 1.67 1.00

1.0 1.50 2.00 0.90

C
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'The MImulation w ao nvomplimbuhed by i.inin the CDC CYiM/71 d• g •ital1

oomput. r uLt, thc' Al r :',rcu In , itiuto or 'l tiih roy, Wright,-TP• rt, l to on

A•B, Ohio. and the MIMYC pirogrnmming laneunge wriLt-on by Mr. '. J.

Sansom a.d Mr. H1. F, Petewron at Wr iht-Patterson AYIJ, Ohio, A

revimion to thu original programn was made by Pror, 0. W. Riohard of

the Mathematicu Department at AVI', which enables one to obtain plots

of the computed data. MIMIC Ii a programming teahivque by whloh

analog typ" nimulations can be performed on the digt~i. computeri

using a fourth order, Rfinge-Kutta integration routIne. The step site

wca be left to vary so that the local relative error io kept below

5 x 106 , or it 3ar1 be bounded by DTMAX and L'TMIN. mach MIMIC program

allows the use of up to five uiser written subroutines, written In

Fortran languaege. Thip feature wan very useful an the time delay

function in the MIMIC language used an exciensive amount of central

processor time, which caumed the program to run for about eight times

the amount of time tbat the system would be actually uperatig. A

time delay nubroutine wan written In Fortran louiguage, speoifically

for thiu simuilation, whei. the Integration stop size was fixed, and

th" program r'an for about one third of the actual system operation

tima. The reuu.lt wai a consuderable savingn in time and money.

Iwo separate MIMIC programo were written, one for the uncompen-

sated system, and one for the compensated system. Theme programsa

can be seen in Appendix C and an expl.nation of the programling

technique can be seen in Ret. 3.
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Ud gal L, , The representation for the wind woke

peoevioftaly described as a ba4d lniited white noise, This noise was

simulated in the program by pansing a train of puloem, whose width

was 0.2 seoond, through a firmtd ,rdar Filter. The uiplitudo (,fT the

puseo w~nr at gunn nr~ diriiriifihtedr rniiihim vnil rhitil, fohtntid gufl om Ih4

normal random number Senermtarr in the MIMIC program. TIhit genoerator

was olled every 0,2 usoond, causing the pulse wip~ltude to ohmilg.

at 0,2 eaeood intervals. The method of reprommnkting a bond limited

white noise by a pulse train is described in Appendix D, The intm-

graton ateop Hiso was set aL 0,01 seconid as ia cumpromisme botw'eti

cOomp•tation time and &vouraoy and, thlrerore, fibrainori'm ••lAMping

Ilieorom (Hrf, 9) was eatis-ored, Thit theoremn otat, m that tho oamptins

frequenvy should be at leant twice the uw fTxeqlusion in an .in,•o'rma-

( tion system. The pulseii were passed through a first oider filtor to

mmke certain that the power speutrnl density (POD) had a blandwi•th

of one rmlian per second. If 8(in) is the PBD of th• input Lo the

filter and S(out) is the output PSD, then according to Ref. Y(,

G(out) H(OW) O2~;NO (39)

where H(jw) i. the miytem transfer function. A filter with the trans-

for function 1.54/jw+l.54 attenuates the POD by three db at w n 1.0,

so the bandwidth of the filter is one radian per second..

? .imnlion, Die pilot model used was tho simple Croosover

Model with no low frequency phase data tome or' neuromuneuular terme,

am explained In Chapter VII. The croerovor frequency and the resulting

C
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( ~pilot, gain worn calculated tram thiý neutral otIability critoerion, using

the zeru input pilut time dohity. Aovturdiing Lo the .litera~ture., the

pihanw margin thaut aournuin Wittw ume of' the (roatiovwr Modrol result~s

rroijn R t ioc~ronAe. litth m ic t it lot 1II140-1101tPI .t * h't, onl y (lit% y1,1 e1 t~t fIŽMans;

Voui1 t.O to I'vir'cl 01 whit" by rip11WIIP.I ni ')*Wht'#'thP LII thitti-dllfty

dvaramue wan due to tho t'orulmg functcion luitidwidIth. In this cases the

bktidwidth or the disturbance wns too mmall (about. U.P ruadianu por

sipoond) to have .Any orroct on thrn pilot timoo-Asiay. H1owever, the

deslay couuld ekiso be reluued by ottuh intangiblen An m ivoation, train-

ing, andi ohil. 1ror Purlinati or' the n~imulktion, it, wasi kopumai that,

for" th: uncuupeui::tod myotem, the pilot. tlm:.d~aly would be rod:;edt

rrom o.8 oecumuti t~o ciXo 6 conit, And ror the vonipenwated mysstem, from

bi.mu-dvlIay round by PNxisrimptitt in Horwruinv 1 ad 6

I~rrx Aalywe. ThIe upet'at~ioi or the iys Yt"et WAUA Alliflysed by

(o(imnIut tii the monnt siquiar error nu dolnothd Iin 1441'. 90, If a in the

dl rrv3wn's batiuiom LWe outoPut acid the iniput Init k ont-vol -.yoLomn

the unomrm aquAre orror o~nr bto do1nit'nd

* ~L fiat (4u)

vhOril T1 i1 this OelIp#Od Lime. This vo:mpututAiott vas performed an part

of the MhIMIC prugran. Teni rurtn vere nadoo fur iauch value of ouigifle

time-dolay, sac~h run having a dif'erenL rundom noittie input, and the

runs were made for both 'the wicampenontod and the comp.tnmated systems.

T1he average of thtt mean square error warn calculatted for eaoh met of

ton runs do that. a wide stntisticl.1 spremd would be obtained.
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Two main renulto were obtainted from tihe simu.lation, Plots were

di-ftwn of., thn tInput he,,ting dilturhimnee ril outpul, hantdi •g vnrmus time

f'qui h bol,Ih thi, liitt iIIlll t.ll 1 t. ad i -•e, tit tijenrinirit,ri t4yllt , • it tisich value

or engine tm• y,-dwiy. On Paolh or tho ton jp1oto, shown in Figures 18

thraouih PT, tile Input ind output tigli. are healed on the V-axis and

time is cailed on the x-axid. T'he corresponding unoompensated and

dompenmated nmyten response p.lto for eacoh value of engine time-delay

ohow that tho pilot model earn rollow the Input d1isturbanoc more

duot•yl wth the eotim•laaiutor added. An oxp•lanmt:on of" the evident

oocillatiun of' utie out•Lut is prmsented in Chapter VII. The plots

ware all tirnwin for Lh: ouino riandom Input hfndIng dlaturbanao,

The m ulon. replt ltlt obhainted wee the collec~tion andi averagingi of

thl fe mll IquiLrel' aror'' dalti;L. Tonel r'tuim, eaxch with a, different random

Input, were mude for eaoh system at malh value of engine time-delay,

'The mean uquare error at 100 soeondu was averaged over the torn runsi

for eacoh came so that the unoompensated and aonkpensated systems oould

be compared. The tabulation of the average mean square errors of the

100 second runs is asere In Table 1I1. In all oases. the average

memn square error for tlhe compensated system was deareawed by about

'10% of the uncompenoatod system value.
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Table III

Average Mean Square Error Results
(All values x 10-5 radians2)

""ýSyte Uncomptensiated Compensated
T a

0.2 15.8602 2.67-9
o.14 24.6697 7.3306
o.6 36.8200 9.8878

0.8 55.3387 15.14f491

1.0 78.2099 27.6443

I'

I..
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03/E/7I~~l VII. Conclusions and Recommendation_$

Conclusions

Control Systems have been designed to improve the heading response

or the taxiing ACLS aircraft to pilot input of differential thrust for

five different values of engine time-delky. Theme designs were based

on the Crorsover Model for the pilot and were tested by using the same

model, so they are dependent on the model's accuracy. However, the

Crossover Model has been in use for almost ten years and nothing was

found in the literature to dispute it.

In the graphs showing the simulation input and output versus

time, some high frequency oscillation is evident. This oscillation,

it is believed, would be eliminated by a human pilot due to the high

frequency filtering action of his neuromuscular reactions. This

filtering is modeled by the neuromumcular torms in equation (19),

which were not used in this project. The use of the nouromusoular

terms requires an in depth study of physiology, and that was considered

beyond the scope of this thesia. However, according to Ref. 13, the

neuromuscular frequencies are usually in the region of from 10 to 15

radians per second.

The average mean square error values are all reduced by about

70% with the addition of the compensator. The average mean square

error for the compensated system with an engine time-delay of 0.8

second is about the same as the error for the uncompensated system

with a time-delay of 0.2 second. Similarly, tha error for the com-

pensated system with a delay of one second compares with that of the
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unoompensated system with a delay or 0.14 necond. Whether the compen-

sated system moan uquare errors are nmall. enouuh can only be determined

by experiments with human pilota.

Even without the improvemeLnt in average inean &quare error, mub-

j.voet,.1ively spekitkinlg, rL gr(,cntL Imlprov.'ointf , hiui blen (j)tLIned]. With the

uncompensated system, the pilot had to generate an acceleration term

in the crossover region in order to srtisfy the Crosuovev Model. That

is, the pilot modeal had to become

which is very difficult for the humi pilot and leads to a high pilot

opinion rating, which is unfavorable, and a large pilot time-delay.

The compenuator allowed the pilot to adopt the form of a simple first

order lead with a time constant of from one to two sieconds, depending

on the engine time-delay. This results in a low pilot opinion rating,

which is an indication of good handling qualities, and a small pilot

time-delay (about 0.2 second).

Recommendati ons

An experiment uoing the analog computer and a visual display

rihould be set up so that the control design can be tested with human

pilots in the loop. This would check the accuracy of the pilot model.

used and would reveal what Improvement is possible with the control

systems that have been designed.

When attempting to model the aircraft engines, a need was found

for information on dynamic modeling of aircraft engines of various
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types. An excellent subject for a researoh topic would be the dynamnic

modeling of both turboprop and turbojet engines.

The possibility exists that the ACLS will be installed on air-

craft with more than two engines in the future. A study could be

performed on the bant. inet.hod of dlff'•rential thrurit control for thone

type of aircraft. For example, it may be better to use only the two

outboard engines or the two inboard engine@ rather than all of them.
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( Appendix A

JHoou fLocue El~otii for ('nritrol aeynt:mn wlt b J.Lme-j

An antiaitlal pritt of the A,.rilgn warnt the une of root iooun ploto

of cort, rol. 11.I t c-m w i th tu-i Th' rip phJi, P ( onri 1 1tv i 1 1y obt hltod

from the 1101 progrtmu in the library of AF'ITPROGIIAM8 on the CDC

CYBE'R/74 digit,1 computor at AVIT. 'T'he principle behind plotting

tho ruot louum for control nytitnmin with tim*-l.ag was found in Ref. 4.

If G(n) In the open loop trantnier function for a control systam,

then Uho root i.ciui 1.9 obtndnod from the charact-eritic equation,

which In

-2., (A-1)

( r'it complinx aoquul t. .on imay Im sp•l it i ni two pnrt. m t'c th||t the magnuaitude

of G(N) is equil. to ono trid tho angle of q1( i) to equal to .C180O deorees

(for tihi pr.1 iciple plane). The root looua In a plot of tho angle

condition 4nd thn gain vwluen on the. locus are found from the magni-

tudi, condi Lion.

If tho opmn loop trano-ror function ham a 'time-lag uqual to T,

thfn the charaucteriutivc vqat.ion io

G(S) 0-T. -1 (A-2)

Now, the angle condition becomes

Z (s)-wT - ± n1 , n-l, 2, 3, ..... (A-3)
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I
( In order to draw the root locus, a ramily of root loci are drawn

for varioun nnglen of f(n) and ta Occond rNumily is drawn on the name

o-plane of vtarlouo angles of -wT. Tho loci for angles of O(a) are

(iffriuit to contiot, bit UiL loo, f -. 'r anles are aimply

horiI0', 10tLi IiVII tiHUI Imhf g t lh jw I ILl, ri.i hL n.glO~un•, otit• iare

now plotted of the intermoction of the two fLunilies of loci where

the internecting loci values totPl U180 degrees, When the points

are all Joined, the remult in the root locus for the time-lag system.

The gcin valueo can be determined from the magnitude condition as

in the oeoo without time-lag, The nmgnitude equation becomes

Gl(O) e'"PlI - 1 (A-4)

When it ountrol nyutem hnn a time-lag, there are an Infinite

numburr of' roots of the charmcterimtiv equation. The root locus

containa rmn infinite number of branchen when the a-plane iw extended

Lo infinity. This results from the repetition of the angle loci

of -wT in the above construction procedure. The infinite number of

branches lie in horizontal bands as neon on the root loci in Appendix

B, When the time-lag Increases, the bands become closer together.
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YRW RATE FEEDBRCKTRU=O,2

t .14

I 141

1.41

S0,71

-1.414

' "" t

Fig. B.1 Root Luouu Plot for Yaw Rate Feedback, Tr - 0.2 Seoond
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YAW RATE FEEDBRCK,TIU=O,4

r.,14

1.41

0.71

-3,i7 --. II 714 -I41-.7 1

Fig. B.2 Root Locuo Pl~ot ror Yaw Rate reedback, T 0.4 Second
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YRW RRTE FEEOBRCKTRU=O,6

't. 14

K r

s-1.42

0.2.14

Kni

8(8+t II

Fig. B.3 R oot Locus Plot for Yaw Rate Feedback, 0.6 Second
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YRN RRTE FEEDBRCKTTRU=O,8

l t. 14

1. 41

0.71

-3i7 -2 . . 0 -1 . .. . 1.... 4 143-0.7t

*-0.itL~~~~~ O(U.S I.].1
C@

Fig. 13.4 fuot, Locumi Plot for Yuaw Rntat Voe~d1auk. Ta 0.8 Seconrd
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! .

YRW RATE FEEOBRCKTRU=1.O
JCOb

f. t.4

*1.42
* 0.7

.-t.56 -4.14 -1.43 -0.71

t,4

( :

'-0.71!

II

(e

Fig. bI. 5 Houot Imuinia Plout Vor Yiiw Rftlat Feedcback, tIL 1  .0 Sec ~ond
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TIME DELAY COMPENSATORPTAU=O.2

LIS

-1* -it

GCSICS5SS+11 1 tHtILS.92HBS+93)

Iig, 1 .1.1 Hoot ijouCL 1'iuL for 'I'Anii-ho, ey (Cnhpinmsu~t.. , -t. 0.*2 Becoond



V. ~GE/EE/714-52.

TIME DELAY COMPENSR'T*ORPTRU=O.4

JC.)
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TIM'E DELAY COMPENSRTDR,TAU=O.6

7~

G(S H( 5= 9 064

Fig 1.13 UA 1J011)P.~tVo Tmo-oltyCOpaint~r,1 .6I4'n



GE/EE/74-51

TIME DELAY COMPENSRTORvTAU=0.8

*6

-1 -12 -B 9-

o( ý

1"49-~~~~~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ B-13)AWluIld.rlTnDli ommitr aVcn
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( TIME DELAY COMPENSRTORoTRA)=1.O
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Appendix C

MIMIC Simulation Program
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GE/EE/Pr4-51

***~MIMIC SOURCCr-LANGiLJAGE 'ORH*
..LIST

*UflCOHPCNSATl.J SYS'TEM

*CONSTANTS

. CON(OAMPtSTART)

*C.i0SSOVER PA-ýAN;'rEPS

B PAR(WCsTAUtisTAUE)

* l1-=ING OIiTJRnAI4CF MOOCL

*PUL3E GZUEPATOP (RCSETS TlVt PULSE AMPLITUDE TO
.A NLIW GAUTSIAN NU.I,-R I V..RY .2 SECONr1

FAKE SR5 ST ART)
DrL S~i T)

YL.S PULSC 2 1GO .r8

*FILTER TO ST"'ULATF WIN') rCU.1OFF
* AT i RAO/SC' 01i POWER .'P-.UTRAL DE.NSITY

WIND INi I. (15 (PULI.El-WIND) ,.

A IRCqRAF TRAtll: rL- FINCTIO1 - HEADING,,WIN'

DISTD a I0N oo -im T80SJs05*I~0,
DIST Z INT(DIST09.0*

*C'.OSSOVjF.R MODEL

ERRO;r. ~')S IT -PS I
ERRURI s I ai
TAU a AUA #TAU[
PSI 93R? (rkROFI TAU)

AVERAGý. MEAN SQUARLO 0Ei~Ck AtIALYSIS

SERRO;'- : NT(,' PR~b RPOP 9 0
£SR' ';EPORIT



GE/EE/74-5].

( * FINISH

*PRINT IN TERVAL

* ~DT m

*INTEGRATION STEP SIZE

OTMIN a ,o1.
DTMAX a OTMINA S* OUTPUT

SHOR (TIM!,PULSE DIST PSI ,-RROP lMSERR)
OUT(To'ULSýZoDISTPSI ,qRO)R,4SERR)

*PLOTTIN~I INFORPATION

~PLO QNI~IEZCI PLO(T90IST9PSI)

ENND

EN



OIJ/E/74-51

FU KT ION. SRI,(A)

FUNCTICH SUlPR0GPA~I SrTS IR1 EOOAL TO ZERO
*WHEN SUIROUTINF FIRST CALLED ON A TI9C EQUAL TO

5 A MULTIPLE OF 0.2 Sr4CONDS

COHMOfl/SWITrCH/IOUT, IPAR, tUMM'Y Cl)
IF(TPAR*N(W.1G0 TO 1.

10 1 CONTINUE
SRI-al0.
IF (A-C.LT.0.001. AND.L.NE.O)RETURN
XRA/@24. 0001
N X mX

15 Yx X-NX
IF(YvLE90v009i) S~~1sOo

RETURN
20 END

FUNMTON SR2(XINDELAY)

FUNCTICN TO DELAY XIN (TOTAL TIMT DELAY)

D0&tlNSION XSTORt6'.0)
CflMIfl0tJ/SWITCH/IOUT, IPAR,0UMNIY(17)
INTEGER OUT

10 LOGTCAL TEST
IF(IPAReNE~i)r;O TO 101
IN TO
OUT. 0
TE ST ., PAL SE

is noll:0 1.1,61.0
100. CSON(TINUE
100 CONTORINUE

IF(IOUTio~l1l T'STx*TRU~e

20 1 NUt'v4Ofl5(ELAYe.0000L)
SR 2'0.0
RCTURN

10 CO NTI11U E

IF(IOUT9EOv1) GO TO 20

INImIN
* ~SR2vXSTOR (TNi)

0UTmNU4-INI
IF (flUl.EQ60)INxo

30 20 XSTflR(INI)uxrN
RETURN

END
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FU1CWTION c.RP9A)

• FUNJCTIONJ TO IflITTALIZ' GAUSSIAN 'l!T1RqUTTON

DATt, N/O/
IFM.tiC. 1)(,0 TO 1
CALL R!AHJSL (A)

RV•IORN

I•I

(i



***MIMIC SOU;RCE-LANGUAGE Pta)G..AM*#*( :LIST

*COMP--NSATED1 SYST'M

*CONSTAN4TS

CON (CAMP, 5TART)

*PILOT PAP.AH:TCRS

PAQý(KSIJBPTAtJE, TS(IrL TSU'31)

*AIRCRAFT AND COMPENSATOR PARAMETaRS

S ~PAR(KiTAW92i,10,'29P2)

*HEADING OZ0,TIJRBA-ZC MODEL

*PULSZ G'-NERATOI (PZSr~TS T11" PULSL A'PLITUDE TO
*A NEW GAU'c!IAN NUMIER rV;RY a2 SECOUJ

(FAKE a SPR'(START)
UEL. a SR1i( T)
YZS * Ft5W(OLLvFAL5rtTRUr9FAL~35)

YES *PULSE a ONG(Do.2j't-8)

*FILTER ro S14ULATE WINO C01OFF
* AT I RAO/!;.C O14 PoWL.R SrCTRAL DENSITY

wrNO *INT(ls5g4a(PtLSfiwWItln)93.)

*AIRCRAFT TF'ANS~FF FUW'CTION - HEADING/WIND

DIST a INT(COISTQO,%)

*ACLS IN4ZR LOOP MODEL

*PILOT O3SERVES H'.ADING ANC~ DISTUPIANCE.

PILOT! w JIST-PSI

*CROSSOVSR PILOT A00~CL (YP)

( * KSUBP IS TH. PILUT GAIN

PILI K SU3P*PILOTI



*PILOT nYNA41CS( *(IF TSUF31 IS 0,,TH4EN PIL2m-'"U!iL'DER(T,PTI90,Q)1.PILI

LAG I./TSUrII
NOLAG r FS W (TSU 3 ,T FAL SE pT P.U E9F AL S E
YESL AC, a tIOT (NOL V,

NnfLAG PIL2 *TSU'`L* IF. R(T 9PI L I10o) +PI I.
YESLAG PIL2 uLAG* (TSU!'L*PILI +INT FIL t-PIL2,V'.) I

*PILOT TIME L)E.LAY

PILOTO a SR2(PIL?,TAUE)

*YAW RATE FECDnACK

PLAI *PILOTO-PSID

*COMPENSATOR

*COMPENSATION CCNTROL LOOF SCNSITIVITYuI(

PLA2 a *(PLA1.

*LEAD C04PENSATOR S4ZI/S.PI

PLA3 PLA?4IrlT (7i*PLA2-Pl*PLA3,fl.)

*LEAD CO04P01SATOF S+Z2/S4P2

PLA uPtAl INT(Z2 PLA3-P2*PLA,'3.)

*LEAD COllPiNSATClP9(S..t.111) /(S4is11.1)i OCANV'S
* ENGIN;!. D[:uMItATOR, FROM CS+li~t11) TO (S411.1I1)

S NGINE DYNAMICS

NT w TNT(PLA-i1.1i1*NT9O.)

s ENGINE TIME DELAY

N a SR3(NTTAUA)

*AIRCRAFT DYNAMICS

PSIO a INT(NoOo)
PSI a INT(PSIO,9ý.)

*AVERAGE MEAN SCUAREf) ERROR ANALYSIS

(ERROR a INT (PILOT I4PILOTI, Os
MSERR v IERROR/T

866



FIIS

*PRINT I4TERVAL

*INTEGPATION ST6-P SIZE

OTM IN a Ai1
DTMAX a OTHIN

OUT(TPULS~ ,DlSTPPSI ;P0,MitS-RRI

MPOT 0NLINE(SC)

(TTX(TIMCI ios

CPT(ts4, 1., 1.?. pie, 1.)

*END

E~NO
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FUNCTION SPtCA)

4 FWt]CTIOt! SUr'PR.OCRAM S,:Tc!; Wl' HýtJAL To VZRo
* W~4L:' StJ~i)pul~ IrjR') T CALLro ()4N TTIfr ý.OUAL 'TO

*A MULTl :PLE OF~ 0.2 S,'-CONfls

jF(lPA!r'.NL.1)G( TO I

10 CONTINUF

IF(AaC*LTs0oQ001.ANOL.t4E.)P1J, 4
*~XmA/*2+4.0001

NXvX
if Yu)-NX

IF(YsLEs0s0001) SRuiao.
Lont
CmA
RFTL)Pff

20 END

FUNr'TION SR2(XT'4pOELAY)

F UNCTIUPI 10l DELAY XIN IPILOT TIHZ DELAY)

OTMW.N!10t4 XSTOR (ilS)
0COW101/5-TCH/lOUTt ZPAR,9U MY 17)
1NTiC6CR OUT

10 LOfUCAL Tr.ST
IF(TPAPiNL.1)GO TO 101

OUT, a

TEST.. FALSE.s
to DO01 lml,135

IF (I CUTs !.As. 1) TlTv sTRtJ~.
IF' (TFST)i0vi

20 £ WUMztO09 (PELAY4. 01 001)

RE T URN
to1 CON1 INUE

lFHlOUTErl.i) GO TO 20
a; IN*ZN1l

INImIN
SR2uXSTnR CINI)
OUTaNUM- P41
IF (OIJT*FQ,C0) 1Nag

30 20 XSTCJR(Illi)nXIN
RE TURN
END
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FUCTION/5wRrc1(/I9DELr,

IWTGVROUT
10 LOGICAL, TEST

TF(IPAR*Nu.1*)G0 TO 2II

TCSToudALSE#

100 XSTOST)10,

101 CONTINUE
IF(.T0UToE0*l.)TCSO 10 U0

IF (TEST)OR (If

RF TURN

to ONIr.iN 6U (

* FNCT!3 OIN TILU*GJIA Sr IUT0

SI*YSTJI.flOR(NI)

10 20 Nul.(~~nl

SUrdl~t 0. I~

I Nei
SkL1'JRIe
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Appendix D

LuAI= Rc~centat~io1 n Of Iind Limited Whitto Noisq

Ilirid iinliltd White rname )'ill a power apectrul dernatty which in

flat up to the cutorf rrequoncy rtind then 1ar Acru ut higher frequolcion

VLU In ti 1) . SI* Wb'AI L110 VIVw'tuA ()f tho itirt(1z11I~mi 111 trl ut ior ror the

13(w)

0

iImim&: Ili VPo lho veilwl l 1C'I'(1m, ro! uriid V(tm lel nh iutmeuiit I lit, ton

I(( ) ih '. h :t Ps r~qiqJI I to t.1 M P Ve ".i' 11 I.Llri V t 10 ') ) iot~ I' rK p-t?' 1. (10 oI ii ty ou rv'"f

from - a to W + d I v. uI(lew by ',l . The~t~.1o te rt c ijXprj.MMM

H(O IN- (l SOiWo

iwho ro oi I b the viI ri laIo of~I Ulf~i .v~IA Gui 1 ill I'u ut o I'l value of

(U-1i.) and ill

* (D-2)

CW
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(' •.Tho band limited white noise ia represented by a series of pul.4ei,

whose amplitude in u U#Lunsian dintribution with meun equal to zero,

and otindard devivation equal to , and whuoe width is T. This pulse

train Io hwn in Fr"g. D.!. The aut;ocorrelntlot of t, heme pulses

twiiwnro ti N Fig. 11-3.

S'fTi me

( (t)

-T T

F~ig,[. D, AuItocorreILsiuii ur a Pulse Train

TimhI ljiwer up.twt. rl donlo ty or a VinoesI wcauix tou the 1'uurior

Tranmi'vi-m or Its ILULU~ci~rrealstlogi. This in exparsuucl as

fl(W) WJW1C (D-3)d

C.



OE/Es/7J4-5].

Therefore, the power opectral density of the pulse train is

S(,I) e- 02 -
-T T

20 2T 4I d

P wT (D-4)

which, when plotted, looks like Fig, DA,4 Tf the pulse width ii

kept small, the center pert of the curve will be kept flat. Tito

ptulme train ckn the- be pasmed through t f'irst order filter to out

off the power peout.r-1 donsity curvo beyond the flat portion. The

ronult ir a ulolt q)Ju'), • IUUrtPion toL the WO b~nd .•inIted white noise.

W h

I. I~~PIg, DAI Pouwer lpoot~ral Dulnnit-. o~f R Pi•lse Train
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